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Guardian Buyers is a fully comprehensive
Commercial Property purchasing solution.
Backed by decades of Commercial Property
Industry experience, we’ve created
Guardian Buyers to make purchasing
Commercial Property a smooth and
streamlined process for all.
Every person has a different need for their
Commercial property purchase.
We know it’s not easy trying to distinguish
between the apples and oranges out there &
we’re here to help!
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Commercial Property Investment is often the next stepping stone for people
who have invested in the residential market and are seeking to increase their
potential income streams.
There are many attractive reasons to consider your next property investment
on a Commercial Property basis, the main of which include:
Strong Returns (Yield on Investment)
Tax Benefits
Long Term Leases, increasing stability and lowering risk.
Having a wide range of investments throughout the market is a big
consideration in the investment industry, ensuring that at any given time that an
asset class may be underperforming, that you have other asset classes that are.
Commercial property can provide excellent diversification over a number of
property types, often with long-term leases allowing for less risk of vacancies
and a regular income. The most important factor in purchasing your
commercial property, is to ensure that you locate something that suits your
needs & that it is thoroughly vetted before committing to the purchase.

Commercial
Property Types
Put simply, if it's not lived in, it's probably a
Commercial Property.
The main types include:
Retail
Office
Warehouse
Factory
Service Station
Mixed Use Buildings
Medical
Showrooms
These properties are a great selection of just some
of the Commercial Properties we've sold recently.

TOP 3 Pro's & Con's
of Commercial Property
PRO'S
Higher Rental Returns
Across Australia's capital cities, the average gross rental return for residential properties were
3.79% nationally (according to RP Data's March 2020 figures). Commercial property is commonly
seeing net rental returns between 5% - 10% on average depending on the property attributes.
Due to this, Commercial Property is often more likely to be cashflow positive in comparison to the
Residential sector.
Multiple Income Streams = Spread Risk
Unlike your residential investments, many commercial properties can include a number of tenants
within the single investment, ensuring that the investment has a lowered risk of being vacant with
no income coming in - lease terms usually are not completed at the same time in which case the
property is unlikely to experience full vacancy.
Long Term Leases
Whilst Lease terms can often be reliant on the current market, many commercial leases are for
long term periods, such as 3-5 years, sometimes more depending on the tenant type and usage.
Compared to a usual 6 month lease term for residential properties, your potential income remains
more secure for a longer period of time.

CON'S
Complicated Lease Terms
A residential tenancy agreement is fairly straightforward, and under each state there is a particular
set of rules that goes as standard for residential leases. Commercial is completely different. There
are still the basic terms, but each part of it can be negotiated. This includes items such as
maintenance (e.g. who pays for certain issues such as the Air Conditioning), to the rental reviews
and what happens in the event of default. It's important to know what your lease terms mean for
your investment property!
Fluctuation of Economic Conditions
Whilst we're always in need of a place to live, Commercial properties can experience a fluctuation
in their needs based on the economy - for example, in a good economy we often see large
increases in building works such as high-rise apartments with commercial premises. This can lead
to an oversupply and therefore more options for tenants - allowing them better negotiation for
leases. It's important to consider potential risks for the property you want to purchase.
Upfront Capital
There is a large difference in the requirements for banks and lenders when it comes to their
required LVR (Loan Value Ratio) when comparing purchasing a home vs a commercial property
investment, which can require purchasers to hold large deposits of on average, 30% of the LVR.
An experienced Mortgage Broker can ensure that you get the best deal based on the security type
and risk profile you have.

Commercial Property Statistics

Income Returns Comparison
Income returns are calculated by dividing the net (after expenses) income by the
value of the property. The below chart (as at 2013), as you can see has shown all
sectors of property to hold reasonably consistent net returns over medium to long
term periods of 5, 10 & 20 years.
The high returns on Commercial Property are directly attributed to the rental
received for it, which is dictated by demand, location, infrastructure among other
attributes. Ensuring your property purchase factors in the requirements for the
property type & tenant type is key to ensuring the best return on your investment.

Source: Propertyobserver.com.au

Current Market Comparison
- Brisbane There are many factors that contribute to the Commercial Property Market pricing,
number of sales and confidence in the market, just like Residential Property, Stocks,
Shares, Bonds and other forms of investment.
Recent global events have certainly contributed to the property market, which has
seen a recent drop in pricing of Commercial Property - resulting in a spike of
purchases!
This really is an ideal time to be looking at purchasing your Commercial Properties to
take advantage of the current market trends!

Source: Corelogic.com.au
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